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Science and the awe of nature….









The Thrill of Discovery





How does this translate into adult life?

Citizen Science 
can be the answer!








 As a working definition, Cornell Lab of Ornithology 

offers the following:

“Projects in which volunteers partner with 
scientists to answer real-world questions”

- Involves data sharing between community 
volunteers and experts

-Both scientific experts and community 
members can partner together to make 
observations and access and analyze 
scientific data  

What is this buzzword 
everyone’s talking about?













Some advantages….





Social networks





Huge potential benefits of 
data sharing on a global level 





The downsides to tech…
“Nature deficit disorder”





As opposed to fighting it…work with it!!:
Technology as a hook!!!





Case in point:
Our ROV Project













The Social power of an ROV





The Scientific Power of an ROV…









iNaturalist and eBird follow a similar 
(and simpler!!!) model 





“But I’m not good with 
technology”





Benefits of Joining iNaturalist 

YOU LEARN A TON!




 It’s a great tool to have in your toolbox- it is a terrific 

confidence booster!

The lessons I learned in 
playing with iNaturalist:

Lesson 1





Lesson 2: I could draw from literally thousands of 
similar pictures in seconds and see what things 

look like in our region at a specific time 





Lesson 3: I can get species expertise 
help within a day or two





Lesson 4: If there was a species I was hoping 
to locate but couldn’t find, I now have a 

place to look





Lesson 5: 
Invasive Species Management





New program!! 
Become an ISF Ecoquest 

Volunteer Surveyor! 









Want to know what type of insect is 
devouring your backyard?





Use in aquatic invasive 
management as well





Learn about phenology!
What’s blooming out there? 





Phenology
What’s blooming out there? 





What birds are visiting 
your feeder?





The Power of bird 
mobile apps





NestWatch





NestWatch





Interested in pollinators?





NYS Pollinator Survey





Mammals and camera 
traps?





Potential for expansion 
into fish?





Local bioblitzes!





Global bioblitzes!





Being a part of the big 
picture





An example of 
connectivity…





Why be a naturalist?




 Spring is in the air!!

 Flowers are blooming!

 Wildlife is awakening with 
activity!

 We’re tired of the indoors!

 Let’s explore! Bring it on!

It’s a GREAT time to 
become a naturalist!





An important time to 
become a naturalist….









Kid-friendly version





Questions?


